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Abstract. A number of technologies are mentioned under the rubric of “The
Semantic Web”, but good overviews of these technologies with an eye toward
practical applications are scarce. Moreover, much of the early focus in this field
has been on the development of representation languages for static conceptual
information, while there has been less emphasis on how to make semantic web
applications practically useful in the context of knowledge work. To achieve
this, a better coupling is needed between ontology, service descriptions and
workflow modeling. This paper reviews all the basic technologies involved in
this, and outlines what can be achieved by merging them in the context of real
world workflow descriptions.

1. Introduction
“The Semantic Web” [1] is seen as the next generation of web systems, providing
better information retrieval, better services, and enhanced interoperability between
different information systems . The Semantic Web initiative is currently overseen in
the semantic web activity of the W3C1, and includes a number of core technologies.
Some core technologies that will be relevant to this overview are XML, RDF, RDF/S,
OWL, and Web Services (SOAP, WSDL, UDDI). While these technologies are
promising, it can still be argued that alone, they are not sufficient to achieve
interoperability in the business domain, allowing for a smooth integration between
different information systems within and between organizations. For this to be
accomplished, it is not enough to describe ontological metadata about the information
and services available – one also needs to know the work context in which the
different types of information and services are requested. Hence there is a need to
integrate ontologies and service descriptions with models of workflows and business
processes. The purpose of this paper is as follows:

1http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/

a)

to provide a survey of the relevant technologies (ontology, service models,
workflow models). While there is much literature about each of them, there is
no one unified survey.
b)
To show how these technologies fit together, both in theory (presented as
something called “The interoperability pyramid”) and in practice (illustrated
by an example of how the technologies could be used).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: .Sections 2-4 survey ontologies,
service models, and workflow models, respectively. Section 5 then presents an
integrated approach to enterprise and IS development, where interoperability among
the various systems (and enterprises) would be a major focus. Finally, section 6
provides some concluding remarks.

2. Ontology
The lower level technologies XML, RDF, and RDF/S are less relevant to us due to
their shortcomings for semantic annotation. Also, we assume that they are well known
(or otherwise easily investigated by the reader looking at other sources), so we jump
directly to the level of ontology languages.
A good starting point for understanding what an ontology entails, is to consider
figure 1, adopted from [9], which places a number of knowledge models on a
continuum. As you go from the lower left corner to the upper right, the richness of the
expressible semantics increases. This is shown on the right side of the arrow with
some typical expressions that have some sort of defined semantics for the particular
model. The names for the knowledge models are given on the left of the arrow. It is
important to note that all of the terms on the left hand side have been called an
“ontology” by at least some authors, which is part of the source for confusion about
the word.
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Figure 1. The ontology spectrum
Representational models on the various points along the ontology spectrum have
different uses [14]. In the simplest case, a group of users can agree to use a controlled
vocabulary for their domain. This of course does not guarantee that they will use the
terms in the same way all the time, but if all the users including database designers
chose their terms from an accepted set, then the chances of mutual understanding are
greatly enhanced.
Perhaps the most publicly visible use for simple ontologies is the taxonomies used
for site organization on the World Wide Web. This allows designers to structure
information and users to browse and search. Yahoo is one such hierarchy. In addition
the DMOZ (www.dmoz.com) project attempts to establish a taxonomy of resources
that are administered by its very large number of volunteer editors. Taxonomies can
also help with sense disambiguation since the context of a term is given by the more
general terms in the taxonomy.
Structured ontologies provide more sophisticated usage scenarios. For instance,
they can provide simple consistency and completeness checks. If all products must
have a price then web sites can automatically be checked for missing or conflicting
information. Such ontologies can also provide completion where partially specified
information can be expanded automatically by reference to the terms in the ontology.
This expanded information could also be used for refining search, for instance.
Ontologies can facilitate interoperability, by aligning different terms that might be
used in different applications. For example an ontology in one application might
define a StanfordEmployee as a Person whose employer property is filled with
the individual StanfordUniversity. If another application does not understand
StanfordEmployee or employee but does understand Person, employer and

StanfordUniversity, then it is possible to make the two applications talk to each

other if the second application can intelligently interpret the ontology of the first [14].
Now we are in a position to see why the ontologies on the most formal end of the
spectrum are often taken as the default interpretation in the context of the semantic
web, providing the conceptual underpinning for “ ... making the semantics of
metadata machine interpretable” [15]. But for the semantics of a domain model to be
machine interpretable in any interesting way, it must be in a format that allows
automated reasoning in a flexible manner. Obviously, taxonomies can specify little in
this sense. Database schemas are more powerful, but limit the interpretation to a
single model. The only automated reasoning that can be performed is what is allowed
by the relational model, and the semantics can only be understood through complex
inferences supplied by humans (e.g., the database designer). Formal logic based
ontologies provide multiple possible models allowing machine based inferences, but
still limit the set of formal models to the set of intended meanings. They are at the
same time more formally constrained and more semantically flexible than database
schemas. Ontologies based on different logical models can support different kinds of
inference, but a minimal set of services should include reasoning about class
membership, class equivalence, consistency, and classification [13].
The ontology representation language adopted by the Web Ontology Working
Group of the W3C 2 is the Web Ontology Language (OWL). OWL is a response to a
number of requirements [16] including the need for a language with formal semantics
that enables automated reasoning, and to address the inherent limitations of RDF/S.
2.1 OWL
According to the original design goal, OWL was to be a straightforward extension of
RDF/S, guaranteeing downward compatibility such that an OWL aware processor
could also understand RDF/S documents without modification. Unfortunately this did
not succeed because the generality of some RDF/S elements (e.g. the semantics of
class as “the class of all classes”) does not make RDF/S expressions tractable in the
general case. In order to maintain computational tractability, OWL processors include
restrictions that prevent the interpretation of some RDF/S expressions. OWL comes in
three flavors: OWL Full, OWL DL, and OWL Lite, and OWL Full is upward and
downward compatible with RDF but OWL DL and OWL Lite are not.
The names of the three sub languages of OWL describe the expressiveness of the
languages, keeping in mind a fundamental tradeoff between expressiveness,
efficiency of reasoning, and support for human understanding. OWL Full has
constructs that make the language undecidable. Developers should therefore only use
OWL Full if the other two sub languages are inadequate for modeling the relevant
domain. Similarly, OWL DL should be used if OWL Lite is not sufficient. Details of
the syntax and semantics can easily be obtained from the technical documentation
web site of the W3C, http://www.w3.org/TR/
In order for ontology based technologies to be useful, it is necessary to have
development tools and platforms. There are currently a large number of tools
2http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/WebOnt/

available for authoring, managing, visualizing, and merging ontologies. The ontology
editor survey3 is a valuable resource comparing most of the available tools on a
number of dimensions. One popular tool (with almost 20000 registered users) is
Protégé4, maintained at Stanford University. It is a freely available, Java based
platform that has a rich feature set that is easily expandable through a plug-in based
architecture. In addition, the Protégé web site contains a large number of links to
ontology resources, and an interesting guide to building ontologies5.

3. Web Services
There is a great deal of interest about web services and service oriented architectures
in general. A useful definition can be found in [9]: “Web services are software
applications that can be discovered, described, and accessed based on XML and
standard Web protocols over intranets, extranets, and the Internet.” This definition
exposes the main technical aspects of web services, to do with discovery and
description, as well as the role of WWW technologies for data exchange and
communication. These core concepts along with the associated technologies are
shown in figure 2 below.

Figure 2. The basic layers of Web services [9]
The basic steps involved in composing a web service to meet a given application
scenario are as follows :
1. the client application discovers ni formation about Web Service A in a UDDI
registry
2. the client application gets the WSDL for Web Service A from the UDDI registry to
determine Web Service A's API.
3. the client application sends a request to Web Service A using SOAP
4. the client application receives a SOAP response from Web Service A.

3http://www.xml.com/2004/07/14/examples/Ontology_Editor_Survey_2004_Table__Michael_Denny.pdf
4http://protege.stanford.edu/
5http://protege.stanford.edu/publications/ontology_development/ontology101.html

It is important to situate the role of Web services in the real world. Daconta, Obrst
and Smith [9] argue that the most important factor for determining the future of a new
technology is not “... how well it works or how “cool” it is ...” but on business
adoption. Along this line they see a bright future for Web services which is being
promoted by Microsoft, IBM, Sun, as well as the open source community. But why
such widespread support? One reason is the promise of interoperable systems. Once
businesses adopt standardized web service descriptions, the possibility of exchanging
data and sharing the cost of services increases. In addition, the open standards prevent
monopolization of applications, preventing the dreaded “vendor lock-in” associated
with proprietary solutions. Finally, a widespread adoption of Web service protocols
means that existing applications can be leveraged by turning them into Web services.
As an example, it is even possible for .NET clients and servers to talk to J2EE servers
using SOAP.
The point of all this is that Web services enable interoperability at the level of
business processes without having to worry about interoperating between different
applications, data formats, communication protocols, and so on. We will see in the
next section that this has profound implications for the way workflows and
knowledge based work processes are modeled and instantiated in particular work
environments.
Details of the various technologies can be found in many sources, and will not be
covered here. The purpose of the technologies is to provide some means of
discovering services that can be orchestrated into an application that accomplishes
some need. The Web services technologies combined with Ontologies can provide the
infrastructure, protocols, and semantics to get the job done. The final remaining
problem is in defining the job that needs to get done. This is where workflow
technology must be considered.

4. Workflow and enterprise process modeling
The unprecedented flexibility of web services provides a particular challenge for how
to integrate their use in enterprise work practices. On the one hand demand based
service provision promises to be a blessing for facilitating problem solving; on the
other hand, the instance based variability provided through the relatively free range of
solutions offered in service composition could result in a serious challenge to
established workflow modeling paradigms.
Process modeling implicates a family of techniques used to document and
explicate a set of business and work processes in a way that allows their analysis at
various levels, and for various purposes. Our specific interest in the current project is
to use workflow modeling to analyze the work contexts that are likely to be involved
in the day to day activities of an enterprise, with the aim of improving the timely
delivery of appropriate information related resources and services. The purpose is to
integrate workflow modeling with the potential of web services, to capture the likely
usage scenarios under which the services will need to operate and to model this
integrated use. The aim is that the model of work practices will allow better
specification of actual information needs, which will in turn allow for richer

requirements for the service descriptions expected from a web service, which will
facilitate service composition and interoperability. The research problems therefore
complement one another: workflow modeling helps web service design, but the
availability of these services in turn improves workflow modeling techniques.
The challenge for us is to construct modeling approaches that maintain sufficient
expressive power for the required points of view as well as to allow flexibility for
changing situations. Jørgensen [20] argues that static workflow models cannot handle
the changing demands of real world situations, and that adaptive models, while
providing greater flexibility, still cannot adequately handle the instance based user
driven modifications needed in many situations. He argues for interactive models that
can be dynamically configured by users.

4.1 Workflow and Process Modeling Languages
Workflow modeling has been used to learn about, guide and support practice in a
number of different areas including software process improvement [21], [22];
enterprise modeling [23], [24]; process centric software engineering [25]; and
workflow systems [26]. The process modeling languages employed in these areas
have been usefully categorized into one of the following types: transformational,
conversational, role-oriented, constraint-based, and systemic [27]. In addition, [20]
argues that UML based approaches need to be considered as a sixth category as they
are becoming increasingly widely used. A summary of each type is given in [20]
where they are considered for their suitability as interactive modeling paradigms.
Transformational languages represent the majority of process modeling languages
in use, adopting an input-process-output approach. Some well known languages
adopting this approach are Data Flow Diagrams (DFD), Activity diagrams, Eventdriven Process Chains (EPC), and Petri nets. While there are clear differences
between the formalisms, it is possible to generalize in terms of their basic expressive
commitments and therefore suitability for modeling dynamic, flexible workflows
[28], [29], [30], [31]. The standards defined by the Workflow Management Coalition
(WfMC) [26], the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [32], and the Object
Management Group (OMG) [33] are all predicated on a common perspective. We
consider a few languages from this perspective.
The WfMC standards for process definition interchange between systems [34]
include a large portion of the primitives involved in transformational languages.
Processes are modeled with hierarchical decomposition, control flow structures for
sequences, iteration, AND and XOR branching. Activities can be associated with
organizational roles and actors, tools and applications. The core terminology of the
WfMC is shown in figure 3 below. Note the distinction between process definition
(idealized process) and instance (actual work),
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Figure 3. WfMC core terminology [26]
The Business Process Modeling Language (BPML) [35] defines a web service
interface description language, which presents obvious promise concerning the
present requirements. BPML emphasizes low-level execution and contains several
control flow primitives for loops (foreach, while, until), branching (manual choice or
rule based switch, join), decomposition (all, sequential, choice), instantiation (call,
spawn), properties (assign), tools (action), exceptions (fault), and transactions
(compensate). The ability to define manual as well as rule based branching is
promising for use in flexible systems. Unfortunately the promise is only partially
realized since different primitives are used for the two cases, implying that the
automation boundary must be defined during process design. Additionally, BPML has
weak support for local change and unforeseen exceptions. A visual notation, for
BPML, BPMN has been developed lately and is getting increasing attention.
Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) is a process language used in industrial
systems, being part of the SAP ERP system and ARIS modeling tool [36]. EPC
models units of work as functions enabled by pre-events and causing post-events.
Relationships between events and functions are modeled by arcs, AND, XOR, and
OR connectors. Some attempts have been made to map EPC to Petri nets [37] and
UML activity diagrams [38]. One point of difference is that OR-connectors are not
well supported in the Petri net notation because they result in a degree of uncertainty
in execution. This gives EPCs some degree of freedom to represent alternative events,
though the alternatives once again need to be determined at design time.
There is some recognition for the need to separate design components from runtime components for increased flexibility. This is realized in the WfMC's XML
Process Definition Language (XPDL) [39]. But even here, the separation is focused
mainly for facilitating the reuse of design components across different workflow
engines and design tools. There is little support for user driven interaction at run-time.

It appears that current approaches are not designed with the flexibility required to
accommodate the adaptive workflows that are enabled by Web Services technologies.
One approach worth pursuing is the interactive models of Jørgensen [20].

5. Integrating enterprise and IS development
The different approaches outlined above can be combined with more traditional
model-driven system development to support a number of problem situations from
very static, to very dynamic, even emergent processes. The different process types
decide the extent to which the underlying technology can be based on hard-coded,
predefined, evolving or implicit process models. This gives a number of development
approaches. On one extreme; systems are manually coded on top of a traditional
runtime environment, and on the other enterprise process models are used directly to
generate solutions. In between these, we have the approaches typically described in
MDA, namely the development of Platform Independent Models (PIMs) for codegeneration (e.g. on top of a UML Virtual Machine), or for Platform Specific Models
(PSMs) for more traditional code-generation.
In figure 4, we outline the different types of interoperability across these
different levels, being illustrated as a pyramid of different interoperating levels [40].
Whereas traditional systems use special APIs and approaches such as EDI for
interchange of data, on the next level (PSM), we can identify Web Services
Interfaces. Above this level, there is a lot of work on specific business process
execution platforms, with a possibility to exchange directly using a BPI. Finally,
projects
such
as
EXTERNAL(http://www.external-ist.org) and
UEML
(http://www.ueml.org) have provided solutions for how to interoperate on the
enterprise model level, using different modeling languages and different tools in the
process. Standards and ontologies can be used across all levels, and also between
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Figure 4. Interoperability between different platforms
We will try to clarify this picture with an example which originally had focus on
the enterprise level and cross-organizational business processes to support
dynamically networked organizations. The infrastructure to support networked
organizations originally developed in the EXTERNAL IST project (which is currently
further developed in the ATHENA (http://www.athena-ip.org), MONESA and
WISEMOD projects) can be described as consisting of three layers. These layers are
identified as:
• Layer 1, the information and communication technology (ICT) layer: – defining
and describing the execution platform, software architectures, tools, software
components, connectivity and communication.
• Layer 2, the knowledge representation layer: - defining and describing constructs
and mechanisms for mo deling, including ways of annotating models and metamodels with content from ontologies.
• Layer 3, the work performance and management layer; - modeling and
implementing customer solutions, generating work environments as personalized
and context -sensitive user interfaces available through web-portals.
5.1 The ICT Layer
The ICT -infrastructure is an integration of the enterprise and process modeling tools,
such as:
• METIS [41], a general purpose enterprise modeling and visualization tool,
• XCHIPS [42], a cooperative hypermedia tool integrated with process support and
synchronous collaboration,
• SimVision [43], a project simulator used to analyze resource allocation,
highlighting potential sources of delay and backlogs.
• WORKWARE [44],[20] a web-based emergent workflow management system
with to-do-lists, document sharing, process enactment and awareness mechanisms.
• FrameSolutions [45], a commercially available framework for building automated
workflow applications.
The architecture has 3-tiers, clients, application servers, and data servers. The
implementation is web-based, utilizing HTTP both for control and data integration,
and XML for data exchange. Three types of integration mechanisms are provided :
1. Data-centered integration: based on a common EXTERNAL XML DTD, XML
importing/exporting utilities are implemented in each of the enterprise modeling
tools for data exchange between the tools or with an XML repository.
2. Control-centered integration: uses the APIs provided by the tools and the
repository to be integrated. With the APIs, the tools can call each other and access
the shared repository. Some of the APIs may have parameters for denoting content
objects, whose implementation requires data-centered integration capabilities.
3. Worktop-based integration: this is a service-oriented integration at the userinterface level, utilizing both data-centered integration and control-centered
integration to access shared models, information objects, and tools.

New components can be developed on a need-driven basis, using the approaches of
service oriented architecture (SOA) or model-driven architecture (MDA).
5.2 The Knowledge Representation Layer
The knowledge representation layer defines how models, meta-models and meta-data
are represented, used and managed. A version of Action Port Modeling (APM) [46],
[20] constitutes the core of the modeling language (EEML). The kernel concepts are
shown in Figure 5 as a simplified logical meta-model of EEML. The process logic is
mainly expressed through nested structures of tasks and decision points. The
sequencing of the tasks is expressed by the flow relation. Roles are used to connect
resources of various kinds (people, organizations, information, and tools) to the tasks.
Hence, modeling in EEML captures an extensive set of relationships between the
goals, organizations, people, processes and resources. This is particularly useful
considering the dynamic nature of networked organizations. For new partners joining
the network, the rich enterprise models provide a valuable source of knowledge on
how to “behave” in the network. We plan to further enable the annotation of such
models with OWL-ontologies, improving model matching and mo del interoperability
across organizations.
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Figure 5. Simplified meta-model of EEML
Moreover, the interactive nature of the models, meaning that the users are free to
refine them during execution, increases their potential as sources of experience and
knowledge. As such they document details on how the work was actually done, not
only how it was once planned. EEML can be extended to link into for formal process
modeling (E.g. BPMN) as well as languages used in the SOA and MDA approaches,
particularly UML, through the meta-modeling features of METIS, which is the main
implementation platform for EEML.
From a knowledge management perspective, process models are carriers of process
knowledge; knowledge of how to do things. But through the possibility in EEML of
attaching information resources to the tasks at any level, such a model also imposes a
structure upon the set of information resources relevant for the work described by the
process model. That way, the process models themselves form the basis for
information management. Further extensions with semantic annotations based on

OWL would enhance this even further, combining process ontologies with more
traditional structural ontologies.
5.3. The Work Performance and Management Layer
Users access their solutions through project portals. A project portal for a
networked organization must have support for methodology adaptation,
communication, co-ordination and collaboration. Project management, reporting and
other services must be offered, and finally project work must be performed with
possibilities for repetition, providing security and privacy for knowledge workers.
In our infrastructure, the web-based portal registers and qualifies users, and
invokes other tools through WORKWARE, an example of what we term a modelgenerated workplace (MGWP). The modeled tasks are also executed through the
invocation of tools and applications from the web based user environment comprised
of the portal and WORKWARE. WORKWARE sets up the context for each task,
giving access to the knowledge and resources needed to perform the task. The actual
work performance is done by invoking appropriate web services. The task performers
may access desktop tools, organizational information systems, web services, or
automated processes (in FrameSolutions) through this user environment.
User environments are generated dynamically based on the definition of tasks
using EEML. Forms and components for interacting with different model objects are
selected and composed based on user interface policies.
The dynamically generated work management interface includes services for
work performance, but also for process modeling and meta-modeling. The worktop is
the main component in this interface. In addition to the services for performing and
managing the task, it contains links to all knowledge in the process models that is
relevant for the task. Since the worktop is dynamically generated, subject to personal
preferences, the skill levels of task performers can be taken into account, e.g. to
provide more detailed guidelines for people who have not previously worked on such
tasks. Similarly, customized worktops for project management can support the project
management team. The contents may include an overview of the project, adopted
management principles, applicable methodologies, project work-break-down
structure, results, plans and tasks, technologies and resources, status reporting and
calculations. Further details on this approach can be found in [20], [47].

6. Conclusion
This paper has provided a unified survey of relevant technologies for achieving
semantic interoperability in the context of enterprise information systems, namely
ontologies, service descriptions, and workflow models including both automated and
interactive tasks. The Interoperability Pyramid, together with the example
explanations of this, illustrates how the combination of these technologies can provide
more advanced interoperability that with current systems. We suggest that
“interoperability” in the abstract may be an untenable goal, at least in the immediate

future. But interoperability in the context of dynamic and interactive workflows, as
the next best thing, is very much within our reach.
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